Made For You
Bespoke Door Furniture

Introduction
Yannedis is committed to offering unique and tailored ironmongery packages to every project it is involved with.
When a project requires a special design edge our Made For You bespoke service will transform your design ideas
from paper to product. Working with traditional ironmongery manufacturers, we will provide samples, produce
castings and supply your custom-made door furniture.
From modern stainless steel designs to brass and bronze restoration pieces, we will help to ensure your project is
unique.
The ironmongery required for restoration and heritage projects will either need to be restored, have new items
designed or involve a mix of both.
We have experience in sourcing and supplying restoration ironmongery, including matching new ironmongery to
original designs.
We work with a network of skilled craftsman to ensure attention to detail to both recreate the past whilst ensuring
the ironmongery meets with current regulations.
We schedule your project requirements with all items adhering to the latest British and European standards as well as
meeting the requirements of building regulations and of course BS 8300.
The Architectural Division specialises in a complete solution, incorporating not just the door furniture but also the
mechanical and electrical items required to ensure we meet the buildings design and security needs.
Extensive group wide stocks and our own in-house master keying facility offers the client security and gives us
flexibility in meeting the most demanding delivery schedule with a comprehensive range of locking options from
entry level through to very high security cylinders.
Also available group wide is the supply and installation of access control and door automation products as well as
signage and wayfinding scheduling, anti-ligature hardware and mail systems.
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Our Made For You service of door furniture is only one aspect of our offer and we would encourage you to contact us
or visit our website for further information regarding other ranges and finishes: www.yannedis.com
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Every project is different
This brochure illustrates the variety of
bespoke work we do and will be updated with
new bespoke hardware images and projects
throughout the year, so visit our website
www.yannedis.com for regular updates.

Palace of Westminster : London
Architects brief:
Required the specification and supply of unique
designs that needed to be created in detail to
match new doors and those doors having lost
their original items of ironmongery.

Solution:
		
Using our heritage knowledge, recreated
ironmongery sympathetic in style and finish to
the existing Gothic details whilst meeting current
building design regulations.

Award:
Winner of the Restoration Category Award in the
Architectural Ironmongery Specification Awards
sponsored by RIBA.

Penthouse, Kenwood Place : London
Architects brief:
To provide a specification encompassing high
quality, attention to detail and design.

Solution:
		
Bespoke door furniture produced in a high quality,
natural bronze and nickel finishes.
To emphasis the creativity and high specification
of the penthouse the lever handles are on a
bespoke semi-circular backplate.
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20 Palace Street : London
Architects brief:
To develop a bespoke range of ironmongery that
would reflect the 1960’s design era of the existing
building.
Solution:
		
A range of square profile lever handle door
furniture capturing the 1960’s flavour.

Award:
Residential Buildings Commendation Award
received in the Architectural Ironmongery
Specification Awards sponsored by RIBA.

V&A Clothworkers Centre : London
Architects brief:
To provide a bespoke handle that was comfortable
and practical but reflected the interest in good
design that both the architect and client share.
The handle needed to be manufactured in various
sizes and in nickel and stainless steel finishes.

Solution:
		
Yannedis developed a handle with the architect
based on an existing shaped section of metal.
The result was a handle which complements a
building that has history but also a new future.
The handle sizes, finishes and fixings were
changed to suit the different areas and uses
within this project so that the design theme is
maintained, adding to the centre’s identity.
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Regents Park Open Air Theatre : London
Architects brief:
Required a bespoke pull handle for the box office
and entrance doors to be a unique feature and
complement other design details of the building.

Solution:
		
A full height, handmade pull handle with black
steel ends to match the door frame and highlight
the “golden” appearance of the handle grip.
This combination echoes the gold and black
screens that are in use at the theatre.
The handle serves as an exclamation mark
highlighting the entrance to the theatre as you
approach from across the park.

Manor Court : London
Architects brief:
A bespoke handle developed from an idea of the
clients, reflecting designs seen when in the US.
The brief also required the handles to be made in
the UK, be of high quality and meet tight delivery
schedules.

Solution:
		
The Concept Geometric Series.
Finished by hand and manufactured from turning
a thick bar of solid stainless steel, this design met
all the clients requirements.

Made For You
Festival Theatre
Architects brief:
To develop a handle that had the advantages of a
“D” handle but with more design interest.

Solution:
		
The Academy pull handle.
This handle retains the functionality of the basic
“D” handle but adds an elegance.
Subverting the original design gives it a twist of
interest whilst remaining cost-effective.
Made by us in the UK, the handle is available in
lengths to suit the architects detail. A matching
lever handle and other items in the “Academy”
range are also available.
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Picture Board
Before bespoke hardware items are delivered
to our customers, they are photographed and
displayed here to show our versatility and
experience in this field.
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This brochure is not intended to be used for project specification. It offers an overview of the products and services available. If however, a product is specified from this brochure you are advised to contact us first to check if there have been any changes or alterations to the product
specification.
The information contained in this brochure in both text and picture format is believed to be accurate and correct at time of going to press. However, due to circumstances beyond our control, and with a policy of continued product and service development, the information
contained may be subject to change. We therefore reserve the right to alter or adjust any details illustrated in this brochure without prior notice.
Yannedis is a trading division of Macnaughton Blair Ltd. Registered Office: 10 Falcon Road, Belfast, BT12 6RD. Company registered in Northern Ireland NI 23032. VAT Registration No. GB 2517 48650
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